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Instructions : (1) AII questions are compulsory.

(2) Figure to right indicate full marks of the questions/sub question.
(3) Notations used in this question paper carry their usual meaning.

1. (a) Prove that countable union of countable sets is again countable.

OR
Letf : A -+ B and let G and H be subsets of B. Show that

7-l lcnH;:'r-r (G) 
'\,f-l G)'

O) State and prove (rational) density theorem.

OR
Prove that an upper bound "c[" of a non empty set ^l is the supremum of S if and
only if for every e> 0 there exists an element s. in s such that cr - e < s..

2. (a) State and prove squeez theorem for sequences.

OR
If {xr}is a Cauchy sequence of real numbers then prove that {xn} is convergent.

(b) State and derive Nested interval theorem.

OR
Prove that a bounded sequence monotonic sequence increases.

3. (a) Prove that if lim f(x) exists; it is unique. 7x-+a
OR

If lim f(x)=Land liT_g(x):M+0,thenprovethat lim **=# 7x-+a 'r-)a x-+a,(x)
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o) If function/is continuous at.,a,, and function g is continuous at,f(a),,,then gof iscontinuous at,,a,,.

OR
If function/is continuous at "a" and {xn} is a sequence converging to..a,. Thenprove that the sequence {f (x^) is convergenttof (a).

4. (a) State and prove mean value theorem.
OR

State and derive Darboux,s theorem.

(b) If function/is differentiable at"x",then prove that function/is continuous ato,x,,also. Does converse hold ? Justifu your answer.

suppose that function/is continr"Xl*, one-to-one on [a, b] and is differentiablewithft (xr) * 0. Then prove thatf-t is also differentiable at yo =/l (x/ and(r,)l(vd:;#.
(f'f-'(Yo))

5. Answer the following in brief . 
M(a) In usual notations prove that [0, I j _ (0, 1).

(b) Give an example of a bounded sequence which is neither a cauchy sequence norconvergent.

(c) Ifl(0) :ft e): l, then evaluate lim (x) - I

(d) Give an example of a continr"r. ;;,0", *^,ir,*,. not uniformly continuous.(e) State only L,Hospital,s Rule.

(0 Prove that every convergent sequence is Cauchy too.

(g) Evaluate: lim (1 +x)tr'-"
x-+0 x
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